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TOGETHER WE LEARN. TOGETHER WE GROW
Welcome back! This week we have sprung into Spring with the launch of our focus value of
'Aspiration'. During our Monday assembly, we discussed how important it is to aspire to be the
very best that we can be and how this is linked firmly with a couple of our of charter actions:
'Always work hard and be proud' and 'Have the courage to challenge yourself'. This week the
senior leaders have seen this in abundance during our Learning Conferences for Early Years and
KS1. We always say what a pleasure it is to see our children learning and watch our highly skilled
teachers in action. On Tuesday, we talked to children in Nursery about their 'Amazing Animals'
Topic, where one of the focus animals is the awe-inspiring Chameleon. Children could discuss
how they change colour to suit their environment, knowing why they might do this, how they use
their sticky tongues and how their eyes move independently from each other. Coupled with their
colourful paintings and driven by beautiful texts like the fiction story, 'My Colourful Chameleon',
children were immersed in their learning.
In Reception, it was a pleasure to see how much progress all the children have made since
September. Their collaborative mathematical problem solving activity and the way they interacted
to find the solution was just brilliant to watch. Driven by thoughtful discussions with staff and
peers, they showed true understanding and a confident approach to early maths.
On Wednesday, it felt like the week that just keeps on giving. We again had the pleasure of
interacting with children in KS1 during their learning. In Year 1 children were writing about 'The
Tin Forest', which is a truly wonderful story that has already hooked them into their learning. The
lessons were built to allow all children to write successfully and when you read sentences like,
'Far away there was a house high on top of a hill and it was isolated from the world' (Hesham) and
'In this abandoned breezy place there was a tiny house which was right in the middle of nowhere'
(Finley), you know that children have a really great understanding and grasp on the story. In Year
2 it was no different. The children couldn't wait to talk to Senior Leaders about their learning.
This week they had discovered a fallen tree, eggs, footprints and fossils at the same time that
they had started to read 'The Dinoteks'. I wonder who or what may have visited school? Their
learning has been captivated by a tweet to Leasowes Primary from the author of 'The Dinoteks'
Nigel Blackman - how cool is that! As you can see we have had an extremely busy week showing
high aspirations and we will do it all over again in KS2 next week. Finally, there is no 'We are
Readers' section today as yesterday we celebrated World Book Day across school. Miss Reeves
is super proud of the day and you can see all of the action overleaf.
Mrs Bettany
Headteacher

Leasowes Extra - Vacancy
Leasowes Extra are currently looking for a Play Worker to join their
wonderful team at the end of April. The position is for 6.5 hours per week;
hours of work between 3 and 5.30 on a Tuesday and 3 and 5 on a Wednesday
and Thursday, term time only. No qualifications are required for this role,
however, experience of working with children in a similar setting would be
an advantage. If you are interested, please email Mrs Caven for an
application form and job description: extra@leasowes.staffs.sch.uk. Closing
date for all applications is Friday the 18th March 2022. Over 18’s only please.

ASPIRATION - WORLD BOOK DAY

IT'S ALL ABOUT

THE BOOKS

At Leasowes, we aim to make children readers for life. For us, developing a
'You Choose'
love of reading is an ambition that drives our teaching and learning every
prompted
day; however, World Book Day allows us to make an even bigger fuss
some great
about reading. Following significant investment in new classroom reading
work in
areas, we used World Book Day this year to launch the new books - 150 per
Reception.
year group - with the children. Across the day, children engaged in a variety
of fabulous activities, rooted in the reading and exploring their new
classroom libraries. Walking around the school, the buzz for new books (you
all know the smell of new books, right?) was electric: in some classes,
children delved into specific texts (Reception got stuck into the fabulous
'You Choose' books, Y1 used Tom Fletcher's incredible 'There's an Alien in
Your Book!' while Y2 delved into Tom Percival's 'Tilda Tries Again').
Elsewhere in school, children explored the new series available in their year
groups - Y4 were practically fighting over the Stitch Head and Land of Roar
titles, while Y3 completed some fabulous work inspired by Andrea Beaty's
Y1, Tom Fletcher
'Jobs Series' with titles such as 'Rosie Revere, Engineer' and 'Iggy Peck,
Architect'! UKS2 enjoyed the freedom of zooming into their libraries as a
whole and finding new non-fiction, fiction and graphic novel titles to add to
their own book wish-list, while simultaneously discovering featured authors
whose entire collections have been purchased. There is some fierce
competition for some of the most popular titles! Today, Leasowes children
embraced our mantra that it truly is 'All About the Books'.
Y2's Conscience Alley
Miss Reeves, English Lead
If I don't get this
book, I'll cry.
Harvey, Y6.

Today helped me figure
out my likes and
dislikes for reading.
That's a habit for life!

got to see and read so many books
and discover new genres like
graphic novels, which I've never
really thought about reading before.
I can't believe every class has 75
BRAND NEW books! - JLT.

Graphic Novels were
a hit in Year 3!

How am I meant to
choose just one to
take today?

"'Year 6, who has found a book
in the new classroom library
they're DESPERATE to read?"

A clever
approach to book
selection in Y5:
Title, author,
cover, chapter...
genius!
Today is what reading is all about. I

explored whether Tilda
should give up or try again!

EXPLORING OUR
NEW TEXTS

Amazing
reasoning in Y4,
spotting common
themes in a new
series, 'Starfell'
by Dominque
Valente.

I've never read a
series of books
before. I can't wait
to get started!

